
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Case History 

Evolution® Formulation Slashes 

Drilling Time and Cost in Low-

Margin Shale Gas 

Challenge 
Maximize drilling efficiencies to 
maintain profitability in low-margin 
shale plays 
 
Solution 
A custom Evolution brine-based 
formulation in conjunction with 
Quality Services Model 
 
Results 
Significant reduction in drilling time 
in over 200 wells drilled by 
operator over a four-year period 
 
Over a span of wells, the customer 
realized a 53% reduction in drilling 
time averaging 10 days per well  

Barnett Shale, United States 

The discovery and development of shale plays such as the 
Barnett have uncovered both a wealth of opportunity and 
unique problems for the energy industry. A major concern for 
on operator was maintaining profitability while drilling in low-
margin shale gas. Challenges included stuck pipe caused by 
shale swelling, as well as lost circulation and reduced rates of 
penetration (ROP). Invert emulsion fluids had been able to 
eliminate some of the drilling concerns, but the cost overtook 
the prevailing wellhead gas prices in the process. 
 
Newpark Drilling Fluids created a custom Evolution 
formulation that included a well-specific balance of EvoVis® 
polymer viscosifier, EvoCon® fluid conditioner, EvoTrol® 
filtration control agent and EvoLube® DPE drilling 
performance enhancer. This thermally stable system aided in 
controlling initial costs, as well as remediation and waste 
treatment costs. The custom fluid also maintained its 
properties even while in contact with formations for 
extended periods of time and provided substantial lubricity, 
superior bore cleaning and minimal fluid loss.  
 
Over 200 wells were drilled by the operator over a four-year 
period using the Evolution system with outstanding success. 

• 53% reduction in drilling time, averaging 10 days per 
well  

• 98% of casing runs successful (up from 60%)  
• ROP nearly doubled – from 690 to 1,342 ft/day (210 to 

409 m)   
• Reduced fluid costs and minimized environmental 

impact by reconditioning and reusing Evolution drilling 
fluid from well to well 

 



 

Case History 

Data shows reductions in drilling time using the Evolution brine system even as depth increases. 


